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INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

MIT 's Research. Program on Communications Policy has grown

rapidly, as have °a number of , thers around the country. One might'

ask what has- caused this wave of interest in communications

. policy, not only in the United States, but Also abroad. Perhaps

we. should briefly consider the developments that have placed
communications policy so high on society's agenda.cr-

o Any organized society will have communications policies, be Lhey

established deliberately or not. The Amei-ican Constitution

- embodies communications policies accepted by the Founding

'Fathers. Section 8 of Article 1. gives to Congress the power to
establish post' offices and post roads,, an important stimulus -t"O's

-the media of the day. The next clause of the same Article gives
to Congreis the power "To promote the Progress of Science and

useful 'Arts, by 'securing for limited Times to Authors ant,

- Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and

Discoveries." Under the First' Amendment the :Congress was

prohibited from passing any law "abridging the freedom of speech,

or of the press." The public policy of the day was clearly to

promote the development of independent, jouPrialism .and

publishing. The government was to provide certain facilities

that the media needed for theig operation and growth, and was

, simultaneously . restricted from interfering with their - free

expression.

In the comparatIvely simple society of the 18th Century, when .the

media depended largely on- the stable technology of the printing

press. and government consisted of the relatively spare mechanis435

ofcourts, Congress, and a tiny Executive branch, the, policy

issues were few. A government could conceivably have used its

coercive legal powers against the press, so the First Amendthent

-pronibited that. A government could also have used its fiscal

powers both against and for the benefit of the press. The

experience of the British stamp tax op documents was well within

the memories of the American people, ano anything resembling that

measure would have aroused protest. Supportive use of fiscal

powers, however, was not opposed; besides providing post offices

and post road3, the Federal government supported the press

,through official advertising and occasionally by means of

sinecure appointments.' The idea' that goveniment should stand at

aim sr length, from, the pre!, developed Jater. The earliest

Federal policy was to actively foster and sustain the media.

That was 200 years ago. Twenty years ago- the situation had beCome

far more complex, but was still simple compared to the present.

The prbss, which at the founding of the nation had consisted

-mostly of.one -sheet'papers which often went bankrupt after a few

issues, had- come t%'.3
consist of large and stable institutions,

each typically a monopoly in its own city. More important, an

array of new electronic media had come into existence alongside
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the print media, tringin,, Witt- it corr.:ex new bolicy it_uer. rite

electromagnet:( .reuteu- wa: a Limited Allocated by.the
/government. Lleetroni, transmitteli .ve wires also hal
public policy implications.; the tratchi:e t, run wires through.a
community was Fiver, af 'X( Ik.sdt crivilege. And so for
both print :Via and electronic med ia, rolie,.-issues arose as to
what to do about the tendency towird mon.rory. how strictly to
apply antitrust la. to AeWsparers way one istee. The
establishment of -the Federal nadio torglissi,n in 1927 and tlIC.
Federal Communicalions bottritsi,?1.1,1 :Y14.wert attempts to deal'
wit the problee.-o or nitue'al monopcly In tne electronic
.communications fieln: in tti .ame eg,latory mode; that, had .i'ven
'aevised for'transporta,ion and power.

In-. 1970 _ the e:etatleGtiment of the "ice .! TelectomMbnications
Poltgy reflected a recogniti.:n (previously Opressed in the
hostow. Fiepjrt rrepared fah President J.,nnson) that the vastly,
enlarged Eederal government Impinged on the eome-anications system
in other gays than as a regalat'or of monop,-)listic 'practices. For
example' the Federal -overnment* oceanic= tat out half of the
available spectrum and 13 also a Maj,:: factor if tho development
of new technologies.

complex and imrotant as is,,uo,-; ot c'onT.unicati.uil policy may nave
been in tne recent past, loow,at-tne hoi:on indicates that
they will become rassively more coTrl'ex and vcr ortant. U; tol now
tre older print -redia ha, t, cr. l'fect.1, tut not themselves
transformed, by the new electronic media. As the latter passed
from Infancy to adolescence, th.ei enlarged their 'icla of action,
but left the older mfdia 'undamentdlly what they had teen befoce.
Tnit is not. 1:xely to continue to be tie clue. The dist:dm:1.10ns
between the various modes of me!sape delivery are vAnishint7.

Newspapers, for example. vet much their news by wire, rely on
computers and in the fute.rc m.iy deliver sole of,

their text &y facsimile or data communications. Young reporters'
in some newsrooms today. no longer type paper; they are
working at computerized uhrs. With the recent favorable
printers union settlement' at the 'few Yqrk limes, this
transformation will doubtless move rapidly throughout the

industry. the Times nas also entered the data base_ rublishing
business, a business that is alrci!., it lie ,,a0u,000 nationally
and growing at about 209 per annqm. And, of course, !.!e.

pressures fur cross-ownership between media are powerful.

itn the 'increalta: of telecommunications in publishing, the
Rnoblems of the electronic media become pl'emlems if the media
system in general. N). longer ca' 'he VIeW electronic
communications as a circunscrited srfcial case whose monopolistic
and regolated elements do- not mat'er' very muuh, because .the

large^ realm of freedom of expressiun.still encompasses the print
media. The issues of telecommunications policy aro becoming the
issues of all cvmmunicatLons as ',11 e%ommunications become
susceptible to eleetronic ':rms transmir-lon.
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What is taking place is something that is uablarly--des6ribed as

the "'Convergence of the media". That is to say, separate services

ibrierly ;delivered on quite different media are now becoling

_ivailable%On'ne4 multiservice media with impressive ranges of

capabilitiv. Coaxial cables (and ultimately, perhaps, pptical
fiber.$) can deliver sufficient bandwidth to the home or office

-not to carpy a score of CATV channels, ,but also to provide

o vOicetelephone circuits,.aed at the same time, perhaps, 'funds

transfers, teletyped messages, and security or environmental

monitoring. The economics of communications satellites Suggest

that special-pOrpose communications,satellites are less likely to

predominate in the heavens than more versatile multipdrpbse

alternatives. Computer networks are turning out to be convenient

message delivery.systems. Ways are being found to ser,: pay

entertainment not only over .CATV, but also in mailed .asset ,
over telephone lines, and also over the ,air. The competiti

among the modes becomes more intense and"they become harder to

;- 01-atinguIsh-from one- another.

Albng.with_the increasing conver gence among modes which used to

have quite distinct' delivery technologiea,"another development .-
.that changes the regulatory picture is the vast increase in'

message tcapicity. Cable may lake possible a "'television of

abundance", with scores of channels available for servicing every

small group in the same way%that specialized magazines do today.

.We will be surprised if by 1995 the economical wayr,to keep files

is not in computer memories, or if millions of homes -are not

-equipped with computer-controlled multimode terminals that can

deliver education and other personal services into the residence.

oBut if economical capacity for communications deliVery is growing

rapid*, demando in many cases is rising even faster. The
telephoria-system has pot always been able to keep up with demand.

The demand for land mobile, radio spectrum exceeds what is

presently available for many user categories; The bottlenecks

`are varieo, and they. are.not always scarcity of spectrum; there

-may be TV channels available but no good'programming to put On

them. In any case, the notion that electronic communications is

the rejlm of natural monopoly and print the realm of abundance

and freedom is clearly obsolete.

A third,ne4 development with profound
ramifications is the demise'

of distance as a major component in communications coste; some

observers speak of distance-insensitive rates. In this satellite

era, the cost of a text message or phone call is only trivially

- different for:6000 miles and 600 ,mlles. The costs beyond' the

local delivery loop are for the long lines switching system,

accounting, ...and billing, but only insignificantly for

transmission. Dominant, over, distance as a factor in costs are

traffic volume, peaked dmpand, and the, like.

The implications of that fact for the structure of human contacts

are profound. We may be entering an era in which professional

colleagues, interact according to specialty with little concern

A 4'4 4
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for their physicak location. The best and.most attractive video
program materials, wherever they may be produced, may enter a

y fluid world market with fp/ natural barriers -- language
being the mosl-IWIT644t-anf -one-anti toirce_zone. another. It is not

°clear, however, that the world is ready to accept such a free
..flew of messages. In, the last few .years the prispects of

satellite br,adcasting and the international apread If TV ha've'
become highly sensitive issues in a.any countries and in the majpr
world'orTanizations.

We are thus entering an era in which the implicitions of

communications policy gill be increasingly international.,
Developing countries must consider how ' communicatins can

contribute t3 their development. Developed countries-face tfle
samt problems of communications policy as we do in the USA,

though their solutions may be quite differbrt. For example, most
have responded to .the problem of natural monopoly by

nationaliiation. Each is today asking what do about new
communications technologies such as CATV and satellites, the
,changep_. in the role if the different nodes of_communicaeion that
result, how t4-take advantage of the potential "a6uncance _oft_
bandwidth, and the impact of.all these -developments on existing
communications institutions.

Both because if the increasing flow 3f .communications across
national borders and because of the sinilarity of the problems in
different countries, it is imp3rtant to 133k at current problems
of communications policy in a comparative and international

perspective. American students of communications rarely do this;
-they tend to keep their attention focused on the FCC, the Supreme
Court, the television networks ,r other American media. We at MIT
have tried to amailItain a broad perspective and to develop a
program of co-operative research with colleagues abroad. In the

reOrt below we describe some first efforts to develop such
'relations.

In short, then, we find that all advanced industrial . countries

face more difficult communications policy issues than ever

before. The issues are not only more complex, due to the new

technologies; the issues are also more serious because for the

e. first time telecommunications haS become inextrictbly enmeshed

with the traditional print modes if communication. Nor can the
electronic media any longer be regarded as merely supplements to

print and fice-to-face communication. Increasirgly television has
become the main news medium in tti United States; much as radio
is in may developing countrie . Electronic media of such

complexity that they invite regulatory c3ntrols are beuoming in
many instances the carriers of our political and cultural life."

With the rise of computer - controlled media, has almo cone a

growing fear of the abuses 3f which such poWerful devices are

capable. Invasion 3f privacy, continuous monitoring of behavior,
. and control of information flows may become easier. .

0
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These are some of the reasons ,why centers for study of
communications policy are springing up in many places, and also
why the desvelopment of the MIT Research Program has struck such a
responsive ,chord among faculty and students alike. MIT hiS a
unique concentration of expertise in many of the technOlogies
'that are revolutionizing'cohtemporary communications. It has thus -
proVen , a highly favorable environment in which to raise the
politiCal, social, and economic questions that these' new

technologies pose. We have been most fortunate in gaining the
interest of a cv-operative group' of faculty and graduate students
with a broad rrtige of talents in both the natural and social
sciences. Both of these need to be brOught to bear if we arleto
take full advantage of the opportunities while avoiding he

dangers which the new communications technologies make pospible..

7
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Thi is a report-to the National Science Foundation and to the

-Mar le Founditon on the first year of the MIT Research Program
on ComMunsications Policy. The Progrram is a co-operative effort
f ur research' enters at .MITu The Center for Policy Alternatives,
T e Center far International Studies, The Center for Advaficed

2ngineering Study, and the Electronic Systems Laboratory.

The Program hasundertaken several Oeseaech projects; ir. the last

years. we have completed_ studies on lands mobile radio, direct
satellite broadcasting, and communications regulation,' and have

inaugurated new efforts on international data communications and
pay TV for the performing arts. The Program also' -pronfotes

interchange through seminars,and publications among specialists
who approach communications policy from different perspectives.

It brihgs together electrical engineers, ecpRoMista),__pOlitical
--..--sdientiosts, and -others-who-share an intereatiii--the deciiions

: that are'shaping the commanications system of the coming decades.
> .

'. The. major°research protect , 'onducted tinder our Nationak-Science
)

Foundation development grant, investigated the economic value 0.
additional spectrum for land mobileradio in gases there there is
congestion on the presently assigned frequency bands. This

study, undertaken by Robert Crandall and John Ward, arrives at a
method for estimating the costs of congestion by taking account,

of users' willingness to move to higher frequency band§ where
their costs are higher. The conclusions imply rules that the

FCC might adopt in deciding on reail,ocation of spectrum to or
Trom'landmobile uses.

SUMMARY d

a An analysis of the international ''`c4air,Sver,sy concerning direct

broadcast satellites was undertak2n for the Office of

Telecommunications Policy and the Department of 'State by IOlel
de Sola Pool. -The findings, which are being published in Foreign
Policy, are that both econamio and technical factors militate
strongly against the imposition or direct telecasting into

countries that do not wish to receive it, and that concerns being

raised aboutdiract broadcasting are therefore misapplied.
,

A study of FCC regulatory policy, which constituted the doctoral
dissertation of Lawrence McCtay, won the E. E. .§chattschneider

award of the American Political Science Association as the best
PhD thesis in the field of American government. and politids in

1973. Dr.AcCray_investigated rules of intervention by economic
,interest.groups in major issues before the FCC Common Carrier °

rgureau, concluding basically that profit seeking is \a less

reliable indicator of group intervention than other factors,

8
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particularly at higher levels 4f political" activism. Dru McCray
As-planning to continue th _js eftorewith comparative Studies of

. regulatory decis4on-making in r rated fields.

Just _begun, are two additional4studles which will be among the
-main efforts of the P.ogram in the coming year. Ube of these is

3 3 Of global data communications.
an- assessment of the social` arid politicall implications or
.dramatic reductions in the CO
..The other will be an examination of the-prospects of funding the
_performing arts through subscription televisi2n or pay GATV; the
analysis, comemising both econlmie and technorogical subtasks, is
being conducted-Tor the Lincoln Center in New Yorkw .

I

During the course of the academie year 1973 -1974, the Research
.Peogram held a series of 16 seminars on different aspects of
communications policy. Atteacting an average audience. of about
35, these seminar's provided a, unifying thread for the Community
of people at MIT interested in communications policy as a liutYlic' '''.

affairs 13SUe. . ,....

In additiont_a substantial effort was made by the Program to.
:,...t_..-... build uro.i4grnational contacts so as to preivide a basis- for

..,. co-operative.research in. the coming yea7s. We held sne- meetingeeting
at.. H47 with researchers from England, Europe, Canada-, and Japan.
We also participated in similar meetings in .Canada' apd England

k
which grew out of the conferenc at-MIT. It is our -hope that

. , continuing interaction with colleag es from other countries 4111
add, the perspective of-alternate national experiences to the
study of the e-way in-which societies cope with the problems and

opportUnitAes- treated by the .flood of new communications

,...;
_cmabilitges.

.
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This study was in two part,: onespart 6y Robert Cradall and John
Ward dealt with ways of estimating thei9'alue of apect:ruMfor land

-'mobile.use., The other part'byl amcence McCray dealt with the ,

- land mobile issue as a case ,study In communications plinnfh.g.
.

.
,

- ' :

A. The Value of Spectrum in Land Mobile Communications ''
. 4

4

-''. Ihe' xalue of .any resource'IS measured by the:las ofeconomie.
prodUct when an idcrement ofthe product As withdrawn -- or.

,altetnativety, by the ilftement to social economic product when ..
anothelkindrement on the r source is utilized: The value of the ''.

etectrognetic spectrum must be measured in precisely this

manner -- by ascertaining the pet increment 'to social value which

. sa marginal Increaseof spectrum Confers in each-potential use 4..

-the frentAnpr!ln question.
,

'.0'ir
- v

. . .

...--

''_`*. In. land. mobile communications, estimating he ecorromiq value of ._

-- _Spe.etrum is difficult because of the absence of a price medhanism

in transferring rights to particular frequencies and because of

, the potential For inetfIcient`Use whith the ffon-excluSive license '

creates. "Congestion". is another sterd fx. une6,1nrle use of

spectrui in which one user olacqs burdens opon other's wilhStft

-offering economic compensation. It I's 31-Um argued that the land .

mobile radio services -- ,particularly the business, special

industrial. -and public safety services -- are, 'piccessiVely

,.. . . congested while the broadcasting servicesire not. The.-infet'ence _

An such' ajudgment is that spectrum-shoulcibe transfereed to-lanA
'o

,-.....___,...212±22.elE5s.jogoarcasting.,
. . , o

-

' . The potential value of additional spectrum in land mobile raritO

.
may be assessed by,examining the economic benefit of reduced

,congestion or the potential savings, Wexpenditures by users

seeking to avoid the 'economic' consequence's' of congestion. In '

-practice., there is one major alternative to congestion, in the

lower-land mootrebands -- operation at higher frequencies As

the loW, and high. bands "(ranges near{ 50 MHz and 15a MHz.

-respectively) have,become congested, users have moved to 'the

newer 450 MHz band; those already' facing congestion ate450 MHz.

will seek to operate in the new frequencies allocated by th6 FCC

in tge 900 MHz range: Wherever possible, users avoid these .4

10.



higher bands simply because operation of mobile; communications
systems at these frequencies eis more expensive than at lower

frequencies. .

4

ieasuring the 'direct-Xts of congestion from models of user

behavibr is .very difficult and exceedingly expensive.dueto the
diversNx of land mobile use. Plotkin has provided one model of

Use for the business or special-industrial private dispatch mode
which can be utilized for illustrative purposes. Assuming that

the average message length is :0 seconds and 'that maximum,l6ading

of 90 mobiles per channels OCCU'rs, the annual cost of congestion
per channel is between 13.750 and $5,000 per annum. This cost

could be voided in many areas by moving to an uncongested 450
MHz frequency. If we observe 90-hObile loading in a given
service when,- am uncongested channel is available at.'50 MHz, we
must conclude that the costs of moving to the 450 MHz band are

more than $40 to $55 per mobile set per year.

.Our istimatel of the capita). cost of operating at 450 MHz are
about 20 Percent higher thane operation .at 150 MHz for 'the

_standard private dispatch mode of operation.' This translates
',,into a total increment to investment of apprqximately $175 to

$200 per mobile set per year. For very small systems utilizing
their own base stations this would be much higher. At a Capital

charge of 415 percent. per year -- the cost o:° capital dips
..-depreciation -- ,this translates into no more than $10 per mobile

set per year. Thus, in areas ..,acre 450 MHz-bands are%ratnir
uncongested, no new u4er would utilize S' 150 MHz frequency if the
congestion costs there were in excess of $30 per mor c set per

year. -Similatliy, existing 150 MHz liegnsees woult Alin to 450
MHz oker time if congestion costs exceeded $30 per mobile set per

'year.

TheAvAve of extra spectrum at, say, 150 MHz, is thilsokthe

reduction in user costs whichthe increment allows. "hi.5savings

is measured . in terms of either the reduction .the,cost of

Congestion or the reductiOn in expenditures to avoid congestion.
The assumption of rational users allows us to cmncIJIde that botht
measures shoUld be egual. Another potential source or ongeation

reductidn is channel' splitting, but this is an option only

available ',when. the FCC promulgates new.,sgparationh rules.
Therefore, its potential costs and the contribution which At
could make CD he reduction in congestion cf..ts must remain.
conjectural. 'If-lt could be shown that reduction or channel

. widths to say, 12.5 kHz at 450.MHz would result its costs which
no more than 20 percent-above the Current capital equipment

costs, it should be decreed by the FCC. 'At present, those users
facing congestion in even the 450 MHz band are going to be fo'reed
into the new 900 MHz band at which capital costs will be at least
20 percent above their 450 MHz level.

The total value of -am additional 25 MHz at each hand, low, high,

o' 450, is easily measured if the alternative to move to the

r
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higher bands without congestion 4 available. Therefore, in all

but the major markets, business and special-industrial channels
at 150 MHz May be valued at the product. of the number of mobiles

times the incremental capital costs far naving c) an uncangested
.450 MHz chApnel. For 90 , mobile /channel operation', this..

translates Ihto a maximum estimate of $18,000 per 25 kHz channel
'. as *he value of incremental 150 MHz space.

Calculations of the value of each channel in the land mobile

, service -require different assumptions foreach service in pact).

geographical location and in each band. 'Therefore, it is

- impractical for the FLC to attempt sucn detailed ai'sessments in
. their allocations and\assignments palicies. However, a simple

--rule -could be utilized. If a given service in a given location
is not-moving to occupy the.450 Mdz channels available to it. it

must be a refledtion or the fact that users in this category lr
4-,this. area are not encountering congestion costs of as much as $30

pen-mobile set per\year in that servicein that area. If 450 MHz

bahgs ar congested in another service, it is a reflection that

congesti n costs at,_150 driz are mare than $30 per mobile set per
year in that latter---sermjce. Clearly, channels should be

reallocat d from the former tdthe latter.

There is n basis for assessing economic Costs of congestfin once

a means for avoiding ,t is not open to a user. Thus, in major
..metropolitan areas, it will be necessary to observe the rate of

VA applications for new 90u MHz channels in order to determine' the

value of 450 Mdz spectrum space wnich is realized through reduced
congestion.

It is important to note that nothing in the analysis of this

aper suggests equal channel loading as the proper objective of

the FCC. One mightobserve 450 MHz occupancy for one service

when channels at 150 MHz have only 30 mobiles/channel-while
another'service might avoid 450 MHz channels despite much higher

150 MHz loading. This would be a reflection of the much higher
Costs of congestion in the former than the latter. Hiweyev, as

long as thel4e are unused channels at higher frequencies where .
_capital costs are greattr, the FCC can 'make estimates of the

. maximum value of lower frequencies. These calculations can then
be utilized in long-range planniag -of future allocations policies

circa the lower 'frequencies. tFor instance, if there c, is

considerable momement, lo the 900 MHz band in-some services, it
will be a reflection of congestion at 450 MHz which casts users

at least $30 and perhaps more per mobile per annum. This

/C
estimate, multiplied by channel loading at 450 MHz, can be

utillzed..as a- bails for camp ring the value of another 25 ktiz
d0ated to land mobile as compared to broadcast service.

.-

.k
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b. ,Administrative Planning and Its Political Context:

The Lase of FCC Policy for Land,Mobile BadiU,in the 900 MHz Band

rCC policy - making with respect to the Lhnd Mobile Radio Services

is- a useful case study for understanding the _difficulties 41

forward. planning in the context of heated debate -among partisan

interests:. because it was predominantly an issue of-spectrum"
reallocatfon, the politics had attributes of a zero-sum game in

which a fixed resource was 'vidly sought by a large number of .

interests, -including repress tativeh frori four different

industries that are subject to FCC regulation (television.

roadcasters, -land mobile radio lcenees, wireline and radio
_ .

common carriers).

The Case:.

The FCC has historically regulated the Land Mobile Radio Services

_by, allocating blocks of frecuency channels to specific user

categories (police, taxi, motion pitture, public utilities,

_etc.), and relying heavily on _user organiZations to manage

channel assignment and operational discipline among users. This

iprOcedure, perhaps the only Teasible alternative with available

agency resources, appeared adequate-for many years, and in fact

was able to adopt new technological advances and to augment both
the .number'of eligible user classes and the number of available

thannels in the more crowded -services:-

..eMUyever, by the early 1960's,- complaints of congestion

- multiplied, and lard mobile interests claimed that the only

meaningful relief was in outright reallocation of frequencies

I from other. services. An unsettled decade of conflict and

/ accommodation followed, featuring special_Congressional inquiry,

a mammoth indUstry-supported advisory mechanism, an interbureau

FCC staff advisory effort, proposed new rules, shelves of

partisan _filings, oral hearings, preliminary decision,

reconsideration, and, ultimately, pathbreaking n'ew rules.

. -

The new rules, involving realloCation of 115 MHz in the 900 MHZ

range (including 84 MHz transferred from the upper .14 UHF

television channels), represent a significant departure from past

policies. About one-third or the new band was.set aside for
common carrier 'cellular' systems, based zn new techdologi and- a

differeht concept of frequency usage which' proponents say

proriise0 muck superior long-term spectrum efficiency 9 (if

tongestlon occurs, the cells are reduced in size, requiring no

additional requencies). Another third was designated for

private! use under conventional technologies, but wps flit to be

coordinated by user groups; the finhl third was held in reserve

to provide future flexibility in allocation among technologies

and services. Innovative new regulations concerning market

structure were introduced, and the Comeissior_claimed preemptive

jurisdittion from- state level authorities. The Commission

stressed that the user.was being offered new alternatives among

4.4
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technologies and suppliers as to how to meet his mobile radio
requirements and that in ef:e,:t SlMe radii uses would be
deregulated, in tne 900 Haz band.

Conclusions:

'I._Jhe Virtues of Administrative Planning

The 900 MHz case indicates that positive planning can occur in-
`the setting of adminstrative law-making, eveg,under conditions o'
_Paclisan 'activism and zero-sum payoffs. The FCC decision
ultimately was more tnan merely inclemeneal, and does seem to
promise___an___impmved for_problems Jr spectrum
congestion Wtaking advantage of newly - developing technologies.
Me* regulatory system was able. to anticipate'"and avert an
inevitable mmisis, in great part bedabse industry grOups'
conflicting self-interests winced both to elucidate the problem
and. to provide stimulus for meaningful reform- Pfoponents of

_ spectrum alloction tpr3ugn some variety of unregulated market
system must ackno4le.dge that the present administrative
procedures do achieve self-adjostrent thrqugh political give and
take; while the political-adminstrative system subject to-

adversary pressures is clearly not ideally efficient, neither is
it absolutely static or insensitive to chanFing.,needc anal

technologies..

2. Deficiencies in 'Plapning.

The fact that positive, non-Incremental planning did occur,
however, is not to say that it- was_ an assured outcome', an..

unflawed and inevitable prJduct of the politics of regulation.
For instance, at tnree paints in the case, developments_ clearly'
depended on the actions if individual Public officials (a new
tommissioner, a mavericK Congressman, a new Chief Logineer):. had

these individpals not been present, it is quite possible that
group pressures would have had little ultimate effect. In

addition, it required over ten years for the FCC t.o reach its
decision, and it is plausible that tte same decision could have

been reached in far less time, given a Dore attentive afld .

decisive Commission. The FLts handling 3. the case is also open
to the ctarge that short -term Sbjecttvea systematically pushed

long-term solution to a hack turner (in fairness, however, it
must be notec tnat tnis in part merely reflects Congressional
pressure for an immediate solution at the expense or long -term
optimality):

One result of the Ftk.s snort -ter' orientatlin was inordinate
delay in reaching longcterm decisions, since the case was phased
S9 that resolution of the shirt-term issue (involving
reallocation 0 some low Wir television channels near the 450 HHz
'range) preceded serious konsideration Jr the long-term 900 hilfg

possibilities. Another consequence was that reliable empirical

dat? (e.g. crediMie rarket studieS for futuro mattle telephone



"deCiand) were never developed for some crucial questions; the

adversary process in this case did_ allow non-_incremental

compromises, but it nardly produced an impressive quality of

policy- analysis upon which the Commission could base a decision.
.. ..

Finally,_ ft should be noted that the Commission found- it

- _expedient, if not necessary, to stretch_ concept of_due

process in reaching its innovative policy decision. Under the

terms of the Adminstrative Procedure Act, proposed rules are -to'

be-published in order to permit open debate by interested

parties. In this case, however, the ultimate decision bears,yery

little resemblance Eo the proposed rules, and sevens). )bey

provisions were simply neveroaired for'partisan commentary; the

--implication. may be that due process and administrative planning

re7mutually_incompatible.

..3...1ImpliCations for Agency Reform

-A fairly large number of actual adminstrative reform proposals

reducing the number of Commissioners, segmenting the FCC

0 into mass communications and telecommunications components,

lengthening Commissioners' terms) have been Offered to `redress

various perceived FCC deficiencies,: particularly in the area of

policy _ planning and coordination. Reviewing these proposals in

the light or the 900 MHz case fail* to confirm that any such

structural reforms would have had clear salutory effect on the

Haz decision. Structural refolm, almost always the subject

of external reviews 0 the,regulatory.egencies, may not be the

best available answer for, the weaknesses of administrative

planning by independent commissions. Review of the 900 MHz case

supports the old, and obvious view that better policy-making

requires the ,:.appointment of energetid, open, and analytiCal

policy-makers; whatever the organizational for;(11, there is no

substitute for strong personal leadership in policy' areas

requiring planning. The problem of identifying such individuals

is admittedly difficult. . However, there 'is a surprising

convergence of opinion among opposing sides as to which p"a"st --FCC

. Commissioners have been superior. In general, the major problem

is nat that merit. 'and expertise yield to party polltibs in- the

selection of agency personnel, for many of the most widely -

respected Commissioners have in fact been former 'campaign

workerk: Renew0 intellecual activity might broductivelY,be

directed at the process of Presidential appointment , and'

confirmation.

15
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2. .THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY AND INTERNATIONAL tRADE
i

.

: .-
.

This study-was done in conjunction with MIT s Research Program in _

- -International Business under a.contract with the Department of _____

-Labor. AnalysiS was made of 'trade statistics for .radio
receivers, television equipment, and telecommunications apparatus
,:in the past decade. . , , . . - .. _.

-

.__. Telephone apparatus and parts has Involved minimal foreign trade.
,Consumer electronics on the other hand showel a regular pattern
with extensive world trade. U.S. production has been high in
newer,., sophisticated technologies. As a rroduct line became
better established, foreign competition increased, and U.S. firms
responded,by off shore production ,r the (by then) conventional

- products.
;-

_

,-

,

Interviews with of electronics manufacturers Wi 13
have closed plants in the United States over the, last four years

-. -reveal factors involving:

1...Reduced U.S. defense purdhases.
2. ConsolidatiOn 3r product lines. 6

.3. .snsolidayion of_parts manufacture.
4. Restructuring of the manufacturing operation.

Interviews with representatives 3f J.t.. electronics manufacturers
who" have opened plants' in foreign countries over the last ten
years indicate among the factors critical to the decision to
manufacture 'off-shore:

te .They are satisfying off-snoxe markets principally, and
tht7nature of this business requires close proximity to the .

.customer. .

2. The mix of factors of ,:roduction involves a high labor
content, the result of which is that manufacturing econxnics
dictates manufacture in a 13u labs cost area."Aa'While these
considerations led to extensive direct Dhvestiient and
production in low cost areas for products involving old,
well-established technologies, new products kept appearing
in this dynamic field, leading to a growth of the U.S.
electronics industry.

1
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3. COMPARATIVE RESEARCH ON COMMUNICATIONS POLICY

Most deliberation in the United States on the subject Of

communications policy has been highly parochial. Deepite the fact

--that every. advanced industrial country faces many Jf the same

'pqoblems in regard to both- their massy media and -their
teleCommunications systems, most American discussions proceed as

.
if the rulings of the FCC and ale Supreme Court were the-Whole of

accumulated lore on the:- hahoet% Every .advanced industrial

country-faces the Troblem of supporting high quality cultural

-materials tof interest to smari.minorities. Eve6 such country

° faces .the .problem of restricting material that is !lamina to

children while otherwise preserving freedom of expression. Every

such country Is in conflict over the advantages of competition

-and the- advantages of an integrated communications delivery

system. Every such country has difficulties getting- good

technical advice on communications 6' its Political decision

makers and in deciding :when to scrap its investment in old -

' technologies in favor of new ones. Almost every country has the

problem of a deteriorating post office and telegraph system, the

spread ogF,,TV and radio at the expense of the printed media, the

increasing concentration of control of the latter. Yet, even if
the problems are ,similar, the. solutions are very different.

Countries ,make different choices as to how to respond to the

poliCy optUns..

There-- is: thus mucW that can be learned from comparative.-''

examinatg5n of the communications policies adopted in the.various

countries' -4 of Europe, Japan,, and other nations where" the -

technology1of communications is relatively mature. There is also

much to be learned from the experience of the developing

countries, eyes though their problems are in many respects

fundamentally different. The case 13 A fortiori stronger for the

- need to examine comparatively the experience of countries whose

' prObleme are iubh the same. -

These 'considerations have led our program at MIT to initiate

contact and co-operatiVe relations with researchers in other

_countries working in our -area of concern. We have taken as one of'

our primary goals for the immediate future the development bf

- co-operative compartive research t' pursue with 41.cholars_ from

other countries. What we havi as yet to report_is only a set of

conferences and conversations. Our objective is to 'develop

research, projects in which researchers in difCerent countries

would each report on the same problems from the perspective of

their country.

17
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Three, conferences have been held sa- far as part of our effort to
foiter-"invisible'colleges" of communicatisans researchers an a

wOrldWide.

The first meeting was in Montreal on March 9, 1974, chaired by
-Professor James Taylor -of the University of Montreal. Sixteen
Canadian.scholars from eight universities and from government Met
to identify areas of interest for comparative research. Professor

-Pool of the MIT Pitagram met with them. A report was-prepared-
_listing eleven main topics of carman int.erest, most of which
might have appeared' in a U.S. document of the same sort: what to 4 ,

do with the TV channel capacity that is coming; information
overload; attachments to :he common carrier' plant; the regulation
of, the communication industry; and= the representation of-
interest groups. flawever, one question had top saliency in Canadi
which would. probably not have appearechin a U.S. discussion at
all: the pPoblem.of the survival of cultural' communities. This
comprises both the 'problem that Canadians see -of US media
dominance, and the probleh that French Canadians see of

d Angloanontdominance.
o

.A second, meeting, "held at MIT in April, brought together Akira
eArikawa , the the Research Institute of Telecammunicationts and

Economics in Japan, Nicholas Jequier of OECD, Alex Reid and
Brenda Maddox from England, and three'of the participants in the
Montreal meeting, together, with a dozen American participants.
If any one issue dominated the discussion it was the choice
between monopoly and competition. Haw does each, for example,
affect the rate of innovation. Is an integrated% communication
monopoly more willing to accept new technologies than a firm that
lives and dies by a single made of communications delivery, or
does a monopoly lack the incentives to innovate. Under. what

.'ndustry .structure does each passibility materialize. There was
also discussion of how to organize co-operation in research
between scholars in different countries so that questions like
the above could be explored in different case studies.

From Cambridge the participants praceeded, to the Airlie House
meeting on teleoommunications policy in which all the NSF
grantees under the program of which we are a part participated.
Professor Pool, organized the international session of .that
meeting, which in effect became a continuation of and broadening
'of.our Cambridge Meeting. . .

The third international meeting to grow out of theSe efforts at
buildingcontacts' was held in London in June. At the Airlie House
meeting it had been decided that it would be useful Co have
gatherings in a number of different locations; the London meeting

-.was the. first respohse. The British Post Office took the
initiative and acted as host, through the good. offices .5T Alex
Reid. We invited the International Broadcasting Institute to join
in sponsorship, which it did, helping, to organize the meeting;
Edward Ploman of IBI -was the co-chairman. Professor Pool gave the

16
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_opening address, dealing with the reasons why research on the
social effect& 3r telephony has lagged behind that on the impact . -

of the .mats media. The focus of the London meeting was
specifically' on telecommunications - research. Among the half
dozen universities represented among the 20 or so participants,
several have research centers on mass communication, from which_
'scholars came, but the people they met from the Post Office and
industry were mostly indi.iduals whom they had never met with
before, and the topics were nes on which there has yet been
little academic research.

There were four persont "'from the US and Ebrope.at the London
-meeting, The IBI _and our Pdpgram are working together_ to
stimulate further steps toward comparative and co-operative
research. Professor Pool delivered a paper on the subject at the
Mexido City meeting of the IBI in August, and he is working with
a committee chaired by Asa Briggs, vice Chancellor of tte2,n-
Unlversity of Sussex, to start some such studies. .A meeting
compArable to the London meeting is expected to be held in Paris
in February:

..° ,

:While the interest in co-operation on comparative research is
very great among students of communicatitons in many countries,
the problems of funding for such research are equally great.
Ideally, bost of the funds in each country should )e raised
there; the dominition of any one funding source may be
undesirable. Yet it is extremely difficult' to .ca-ordinate fund
raising from sources in different countries. In addition, we must
add, the _funding for international studies in the United States .

today is very difficult. Important as an international
perppective may seem to us, there are fewsources that regard tlo.
funding.of such research 'as their domain.

_.,It seems fair to say that the -most important and difficult
problem for the, development of our communicdtions, program at MIT.'
is to secure some flexible and long range"fanding that will make
SL possible nor us to work effectively in co-operation with
researchers from other countries on problems of mutual interest.,`
That is the top item on our present agenda.

4
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. THE MIT COMMUNICATIONS FOLIC: SEMINAR

A successful bi-weekly seminar 'Series nerved as a focus for the

.plinhing -and development activities of, the Program. SiXteen

seminars-were held, most of them on subjects pertaining directly

to current or projected research at MIT. The sessidhs attracted

listeners from a wide variety of disciplines and professions,

_ serving both to stimulate interest in areas Of active research
and to assist speaker's in refining their thinking"through lively

discuiSion with an informed audience.

Attendance averaged about 35 per meeting. Of these, roughly

-two-thirds.were affiliated with -MIT, the remainder coming in

equal strength from other universities and from nonacademic

organizations. Minutes for eac0 presentation were distributed to

a mailing list of roughly 300 ifildividuals, half of whom reside

outside the Cambridge area. Analysis of this roster reveals

interest from several different sectors; 60% represent non-MIT

affiliations, including other universities (25%), privy e

. enterprises (15$), public service organizations (10%), and

governments (10%).

t .
.

September 26! "Spectrum Management and Land Mobile Radio",

presented by- Robert Crandall, John War,;, Charles Jackson and

Carroll.towen (all from -MIT].

-
Participants . described the ,proposed work of the landsmobild

'-- demonstration project and raised Issues of spectrum management.

Disc ion focused on- problems associated with, spectrum

cong s

17

tion; how a market analysis coil be 'employed to measure

the economic, value of reduction' in congestion; and technical

alternatives, such as channel-splitting and cellular systems, to

augment dfficlency in spectrun allocation.
...-.

:

October 17:- "Integration of the National Ccmmuncations System",

presented by Ithiel de Sola Pool, Carroll Bowen, and Jack kuina

'(all from MIT].

'This session presented and assessed the princi;le results of two

conferences on integration'in communications held at MIT in April

197a and at Aspen in August 1973. Various faceCi of AWCdgratiom

were discuPsed: the -existence of -a single organization with

operating authority; shared facilities; systemic planning; and

cross-pubsidization. . variety of approaches to the issue were

addressed: technological, economic, regulatory, and media. The

-deSirability,t of integration was examined in the contexts of

economies or:scale, an integrative approach to the regulatory

process, and diversity in programming.

20
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October 31: "Current Issues in Telephony", presented by Lawre.ace
McCray (MIT) and Stark (AT&T).

. .

historical, background and, current status of seven major
regulatory issues in common cairier communications were
presente0. The di'sdnssion.of interconnection focused the foreigh
.attachments question including the Carterfone decision. The MCI,
decision and the rise of the specialized service common carriers
were reviewed. A third issue concernedtariff---provisions
relating to the resale or sharing by third parties of services.
purchased from the carriers. Other policy issues included
domestic satellites, -two -way CATY, and the provision, of bulk
rates to large communications users. The question pervading all
these. issues was the extent to which the telephone companies can
be permitted .to compete freely as more and more segments of their
service, monopoly are opened to other entities.

.

.0 *November 14.:. "Prospects for an International Packet- Switched
Data Networle"-, presented by ,Arthur Corte (MIT), Joseph Markowitz

dMIT) and Craig, Fields (Harvard). .

-The convergence cOmmunicatio4s satellite technology_ and the
AHPA-developed packet-switched data 'network could result in

orders:-of-magnitude reductions in the cost of international data
communications. Computer-readable data bases will be
increasingly available for remote access. One implication Os
that developing countries may have an opportunity to leapfrog
into the data-oriented modern world if the proper organizational,
economic, technological, and political arrangements can be
achieved.

.MUyember 28: "Future Technology and-Policy for the U.S.. Postal
Seivice", presented by Joseph Fleming, J. Herbert Hollomon,
Charles Jackson, Abraham Tersoff, and Nelson Upthegrove [all from
MIT).

4

The presdnt cost structure, innovation, and operating practices
of the U.S. Postal Service were outlined, and comparisons were
drawn with telephony and with other delivery services. The
Poltal Service employs about the same number of personnel
(,roughly. 70Q,000), has about one-half the annual revenues ($10
billion), and has about one-eighth the capital plant ($400
million) as the telephone industry. Organizational planping and
the USPS' R&D program were reviewed, with particular attention
being devoted _to prospects for "electronic mail"; the dominant
fact concerning - electronic mail is that', while communications
costs would be small, the real bottlenecks in sorting irici'local_



O

:delivery would' remain even if long-hiul transmissions were

converted ,into -data communications. Measdres of postal

-effectivenesi, .the political and social Constraints on the

_ay stem,_ and-HET research plans'on postal systems were disctissed.

4

December 12: "The Economies of Pay Cable", presented by Carroll

Bowen. ,(MIT4,_ Robert Crandall (HIT], Martin Ewenstein (COS), and

John Ward:(MIT).

-Recent experimentation and .plans for pay TV were reviewed.

Available 4ndirect evidence as to the value that the public

-attaches to additional channels was adduced. Currently, the-

level of demand for program diversity is not very encouragingofor

investment in channels beyond those broadcasting prograwsfor the

-three networks. Participants assessed as more difficult the task

of, estimating demand,. for by-the-program pay television, even

assuming successful transition to a t:gh-penetration,

- interconnected system of CATV services.

- ,

January 8: "Issues of, TeleddMmu-nieatiotirs .Policy", special/

session presented by Clay T. ,WKitehead, Director, .Office,r6f

TeleCommOnIcations%Policy.

-Dr. Whitetlead reviewed the major clonsiderations underlying the

Cabinet Task-Forte.-on -Cable Communications. The alternative

philosophies on iceess to the media -- the print model of

pluralism and the TV model of fairness were discussed,

9

January 9: "Future Transmission Technologies", presentee by

Robert S. Kennedy (MIT), John ulenwiderqGTE Laboratories], and

John E. Ward (MITI.
0

9

-The'main subject discussed was fiber optics. 'lhe technical

characteristics and Problems of fiber at a transmission medium

were laid out. Optical fibers do not represent a revolutionary

....__ new concept: "Light pipes" have been around for years, but have

had little utility for communications due to high attenuation

losses. Recent advances in-reducing attenuation have led many`-to

see fiber optics as a serious competitor with coaxial cable and

CA-meter waveguide transmission. Major problems ahead are in

developing reliable manufacturing processes and development of

necessary ancillary- devices. Among the major advantages-is their

smal size, and the early uses ofoptical fiber are likely to be t

between switching centers where'duct space is at a premium. Even

though -Ithe changes are not as revolutionaFy" as sometfines

pictured, the cost, reductions are significant.

22.
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January 23: "Urban Public Safety Systems", presented by Richard

C. Larson,(Mit).

The 4discussion focused in three areas: the operatihc

. characteristits of urban public safety systems; research fundir1R.,

focusing on the U.g./hANW project at the ulWrations Research

Center at MIT on police, !ire, and ambulance dispatch systems;

sometechnol4gic4l and organizational innovations that have

-been introduced recently. Police, fire and emergency Redidal

svvices are among bhe most labor-intensive, underczpitalized

sectors in the 0.S. -Since, labor costs have been Steadily

increasing., tnere will be increased pressures to improve

Productivity through organizational and technological innovation.-

- - This involves addressing communications .problems of queueing at
the dispatcher, automaticlocation,ot vehicles, and feedback as

to coadiCOns in the field.

V

4

February 6: "Issues-and oilemmas in Satellite CommunicatiOps".

.7,..._ugeselted by ,Ittip V. Harrington (Comsat).

The technological trend. in satellite communications will probably

be toward de-emphasis Jf. frequency division multiplexing in favor

of time division mUltiplexing. 'Thqre will also be greater

emphasis on seam switching. The greater' 'Complexity of the
satellites might mean ,,hurter fifeXies. Saturation in the 4 and

-6 -GHz frequency bands will drive commerical. satellite

-transmission first to tne 11 and 14 Wiz bands and ultimat1400" o

the 20 and 30 GAz bands. These changes will fnlialve investmnt

in new.earth station equipment..

February, 27: "Appraising T't.he Whitehead Report", presented by

Ralph H. Baruch (Viacom International), Richard' Jencks (CRS) and

etas Kalba (Harvard). .

-

Among. the_reactiorm to the Cabinet cable report were concern that
It paid too little attention t) how to encourage growth of cable

without undue dislocation in the existing media; doubt that' the

report will -have a substantial impact on the industry; and a

feeling .that the.rePort addressed a !undamenta.1.-copcern - while

the role of ,government is important in developing cable, it must

not overcontrl tne new medium.

March "The table Television Information Center: Pasty,

. Present, and Future", presented by W. Bowman Cutter and Edwin A.

ileagle, Jr. ( noth or CTIC)-
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CTIC is an-eletept at a newly emerging "quasi- public sector:.

which attempts to take into account the lahr-ranee .cons'equences
or policy.decisions. In the-bC"ric-ning the 'proarat was largely.
oriented toward the day-to -ny needs a: cities on qUentians of
,CATV poli4. Emphasis is n'aw shifting toward larger policy,

-questions and say rCsult'in the ataniannent of,the practice of
- ;-.

-non-advocacy. "
-...

.
1 ...

. - ..,

,

. , ....,`,..1..
.

.

.
April .f: "Consumer Durables", presented bydatert To Lynd-. ..

.

arton.:DCWOI'f. and.Lewis Erw.in (all a:mill?).
, . : .

..- .
,

The Maur', reported the results of a 20 nanth study..oftfte
prodUetivit), of servicing consumer durables. Refrigeratore and-
.Color pi receivers were investigated. Amang the flinding or the

-,study Were great imprivemcnts. in reliability ';if the products
eindfactured ''ayer the last several years. rmating in lawec .
life-cycle coats for service: deliverer.. Incentives. LP
manufacturers to -improve the reliability of pr'oducts have tec,ame.
stronger due to the prevalence all - inclusive warranties;

April Itoanunicati.ons Requirements in felemOickpe Systems".
presented-by'liogier U. Hark Nhd lhyraa hillemain (both 3f MITI.

Telemedicine systems are being locked at to pravide broad-inge, fP
medical care and specialty ``expertise to areas where it doesn't.'..

presently exist. A nine .man10 study in Cambridge. ,however.

failed to conftrn that TW wauld result in signifiCaatly, improved ti

service over telephone communications. one of the findings vas.

that nurses tended to .step bac.< and all,u greater patient-dactor
Contact with. TV. 4ith hetelennohe nurses functioned More- as

,primary, decision- makers. '

441 '

May 8: "The Future o: Telec=munications. presented by Eugene
G. Fubini (t.b..fubini Assaciatcsilnd.Josepn F. Caates (National _

Science Foundation). 4,

The possible union of telecommunications and. biochemistry was

discussed as an example ,f tre cr'ass-fertilization of fields 7f
knowledge. Telecommunications research night tell now
information can be coded in farms that the train can mast readily
assimilate:. artificial inte.ligcnce migh.t thus plausibly.barraw

fmCga neurol4gY. At.a different plane. discussaan fachsed an the _

new industrial revolution - perva/IIV electronics. Profound

chaages in solid state And circuit 1ntegratian technologies have -

already affected tne calculat.or and mini--omroter tieldsts The
.future will see such applications as r,alid6statc wosnini machines
and flat tubeless Poexet television receivers: the aggregate-
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JAW .22:- . vivacy. tasun:i in Data.... Voice' and .Video

:'Communicttie . present& by Jeffrey A. H.ldmar PUT]..,---`, :.

1

At.Ttre conceif- a-legal rig to 'privacy siems.from an 18901

MarVatd Lam Yexigq article-whKeb,eited the dangers o' photography
and the newspaper,enttrprise.;and called for the "right to be let

-alone.: Cable TV relates to a potential invasion of.pFivac th

`i. at ileast foUr lays:" citizen ibr..eillance, cable tapping.'prkgvdm
. monitoring.- subtiminal- E.e.ssages Ind ' offensive. progrymidg.

,ikesIgn criteria to redUcetRt dangers of cable-related . invasion
of privacy veck,discussed. '' e. 0"

-..,,
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...Emerging Research Interests .
, -1 i' ,

Interaction among participants in the Research Program gave rise ..

-

to a number of hdy suggestions for research. Of these, three
have been written upaS__formal.propbsaIs for outside sponsorship,

a.57,-,H.--as-summarTad-below. We would expect ,Ayeral others fli 'be

'delineated, during the academccyear: /4 a ..

v -:

,

_ .
' r

..:

t 14 Interpationsal-facket Dat_p Com:Lon/cations .. ei
(Protesacr-Pook, Dr. Harkowitz,'Mr. Corte) '.

'
.I

Rapidly changing technologilka,for intercontinental NanemisSion
-:

and data hapdling are producing new possibilitits. Jar
international data communications. This project will ermine the
technical* econoMic, acrd organizQtIonal/political. implications Of
the emergence of low-cost* distance-insensitive, PacketAawitched
data, communications, which cotil(} provide users' in both developed

_and developing areas with immediate worldvide access to
.aipentrallytmaintained data bases.

%, aiTrospects for a Lincoln Center Pay Television Avtem, .

.t bt - ., ,

;.I. (Profebior,Crandall*,'Hr. Ward)
.

Ttiis.project addresses the design of a tecnnica1,14 feasible and

ebonomicalIy vile for of pay television (either cable or
a: off-the-air) ,t4..distribute event produced at ttie Lincoln Center,.

. New York, to the nation's households. Economic considerations

Africlude. analysis of costs of alternative technologies and

assessment of demand for cultural" programs. Technical aspects
indude evaluation of various technological options for delivery,

..z...
including,control a channel access and provision of high quality
(15 kHz) atereo audio. -

4 o
.

a '

.
. .

.

,

.

Cr43-national'Studv of Communiaptiens Policy

)a a ,

The majors; issues of communications polity in the United States

4 l' are.generaIly common to all industrialized countriea; among them

are tWe choide tietween.regulation and laissez-faire, between
public monopoly and ppen competition, and between local and.

it, nabional media programming. The .research objective is a
,

.t, systematic comgarison %of the causes and consequences of

o -1nt'arnationar varliatronsin communications policres.

%Is

4.
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Publications and qeprints.
. . ..'

, . 4
In its second year, the Program will initiate publication Of
papers and monographs, including research results from the first

years work. Reports for the Program's seminars and reprints df
',.... malgri4.__relgased,ear_Lier will,also be disseminated.

..

,z

-,"
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COGUATE ACTIVITIES

Th? activities.described above have been largely supported by NSF
-------awd--Mariele grants.. IlleSe grants h-dlped expand- an already

existing set of interests among the community If .scholars

constituting our research broFran. We here briefly notp _
-

- .."--their-cognate activities:-

1. Direct Satellite Broadcasting:

Professor Ithiel Pool prepared a paper for OTP on that
.subject,-and a second paper far: a State Dcpartment advisory

meeting In February. They have been submitted for journal
publication.

2. Communications and Development:r

Professor Frederick Frey has written the chapter' on this

subject in the new Handbook of Communications. Professors
George Uathjens and Jack Ruina. together with Bober:. Butman
of Lincoln Laboratory and grad. to students Colin Warren and
Andre Colpitts, are continuing their AID eraject on the role

of telecommunications in development. They have paid

particular attention to telecommunications in educational

programs and to the uses of satellites. During, the surer
of 1973, Professor Podl lectured far USIA in Tanzania. Kenya

and Ethiopia on the communications revolutian. During the

spring semester Professor Daniel Lerner is on leave at the
East-West Center at the University if Hawaii. working with
Professor Wilbur Schramm on communications in Asia.

3. The AudieRce for Ptblic Broadcasting:

Mrs. Karen Sapolsky is directing Apo Boston area audience

research for CPB. Professor Ithiel Pool In on the

Corporalion's advisory board for audience research. The CPB

research plan was designed by him in a report to the Ford

Foundation.

4. CATV:

Professor Frank Reintjesjs a member of the Massachusetts

State Cable Commission. Carroll bowen and John Ward were
on the program of the Dallas meeting an Cably Television and

the University. Professor) Pool was one of the camment4ors

on the Cabinet Task Force Hepert on Cable Communicatlons at
the Aspen conference at the tine of its release: John Ward,
Frank Reintjes. Carroll Bowen, Lovell Dyett, and Ithiel Pool

served as advisors to the City of Boston in its CATV

28
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---
planning. John Ward and Profess3r Frank Heintja
participated as members of pang. "5atches 3f blue" at the

New .zngland Cable Television AsS)ciati3n Convention, July
I0-10, 1974, uretton Woods, N.H. (transcripts available.fr3m
NECTA).

5. Cable Data:

Alan Kessler has 3rganized a pr3t3type MassachusCtts

catile-,,data information system using the Admins uata

_ manageaent-system developed by Jtuart McIntosh and David

6. News,Study Group:

Under the guidance of Edwin Diamond, this group of students
has undertaken research and analysis of media coverage of

national and international events. Specifically, in the

past year, it has worked on Congressional campaigns and

Congressional hearings. Planned is research 3f the iicem1,
Middle East conflict from A..ab, Israeli, and American media ---

viewpoints and the movement of information in crises (Boston _

busing, the economy, and other "crisis news").

7. Optical Communications:

Professors Hobert Kennedy and Jeffrey Shapiro are concerned
with determining the fundamental limitation upon the

performance of optical communication:systems; the extent to
which these limitations suggest the possibility of improved

system "performance; and the means of realizing ,this

improvement in practical systems.

8. Data Networks:

The Electronic Systems Laboratory, under-its new director,
Professor Michael Athans, will be devoting a major effort to
research on communications networks. One project, directed

by Richard Marcus, concerns compatible access to diverse

data bases on a networK.

9. Regulation:

Professor Paul MacAvoy has been responsible for the

development ;of an expanding research and teaching program in

the Sloan School of Management on governmental regulation of

business activity.

10. Technolo0 Management:

At the Center for Policy-Alternativer" Herbert Mollomon and

Thomas Allel direct a five country comparative study on
technology and innovation. At this stage of the project,
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they have deseiiptions of government policies designed to-
encourage technology in various industries, including the-

communications Adustry, in Uernany, Netherlands, the United
Kingdom, Franc, and Japan, as well as a.comprehensive
comparative bibliography on policies for technoloRY-

11. Communications and Society:

Professor Ithiel de Sola Pool participated in Aspen-.

Institute- meetings on communications and society in Aspen
and Berlin.

12. CommunicatiOns and Arms Control Policy:

Professor Ithiel de Sola'Pool participated in ACDA meetings

on the relationship between communications and arms control
policy held in Washington and Aspen.

13. Comparative Communications Research:

Professor Ithiel de Sola Pool delivered a paper on

. comparative communications research at an International
Broadcast Institute meeting in Mexico City'. in August 1974.

He conducted discussions in Stockholm with Swedish Telephone
Co., L. M. Ericsson Co., and university scholars-' on

comparative research.

14. Advisory Activities:

Professor Robert Fan has served on the scientific advisory

committee of the Office of Telecommunications in the

Department of Commerce. Professor Fernando Corbato has

succeeded him.

Carroll Bowen served as consultant in instructional

technologies at Swarthmore college and Penn State. He

attended a plannng meeting held in November by the FCC. He

serves as a communications consultant to the Graduate School
of Library Science at the University of Illinois and to the

American Association for the Advancement of Science. He is

permanent advisor in instructional technology at the

University Jr Pennsylvania and gave a paper entitled

"Telecommunications and FLture Libraries" at the National

Conference of Libraries and Information in Boston in

October, 1973.

John Ward serves on the FCC's C-TAC Panel 5 on Frequency

Channeling Plans for Cable Television, the IEEE Frequency

Allocation subcommittee, Coordinating Committee for Cable

Communication Systems; and on the Lexington, Mass. Advisory

Committee on Cable Television where he is Chairman of its

'Systems Subcommittee.
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Professor Ithiel de Sola Pool served on the organizing
committee for the April 1974 Airlie House meeting on

Communications Policy. He was elected a trustee of

International Broadcast Institute. He serves on the Systems
Modelling Advisory Committee to the Office of Technol-ogy

o Assessment of Congress, dealing, among other things, with
communications ..nd rural society. He consults for ACDA on
the relationahip between communications and arms control
policy.

tdwin Diamond is commentator for Post-Newsweek stations in
Washington, and a contributing editor of New X2rk magazine.

-ProfeSsor Jack Ruina served on the National Acadeny of
Engineering Panel on Telecommunications Research which last
June issued the report, "Telecommunioations Research in the
U.S. and Select Foreign countries".

15. Publications:

Corte, Arthur B., "Foreign Students: Invisible Information
Export ", Cormunicator, 8,2 (September 1974).

Crandall, Robert W., "FCC Regulation, Monopsony, and Network
Television Program Costs", Dell Journal 21 Economics an
Man pent Science, 3,2 (Autumn 1972), pp. 483-508.

Crandall, Robert W., "The Economic Effect of

Television-Network Program :Ownership.", Journal 2f aw Ad
Economics 14,2 (October 1971),pp. 385-412.

Crandall, Robert W., "The ,Economic Case for a 'Fourth

Commercial Televison Network", Public Policy. (Winter

1974-75);

Crandall, Hobert h., "The Postwar Performance of the Motion
Picture Industry", Antitrust Bulletin (Winter 1974-75).

Crandall,, Hobert W., "The Profitability of Cable Television:
An Examination of Acquisition Prices", Journal 21 Business
(October 1974).

Crandall, Robert W., and L. L. Fray, "A Reexamination of the
Prophesy of Doom for Cable Television", Dell Journal 2f

Economics Aild Management Science, 5,1'(Spring 1974), pp.
2F4-289

Diamond, Edwin, "Fairness and-Balance in the Evening News",

Columbia Journalism Review, Jan.-Feb., 1973.

Diamond, Edwin, "The Folks in the Boondocks': Challenging a
Journalistic Myth", Columbia /gurnalitsm fteview, Nov.-Dec.,

1973.
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Diamond, Edkin, "Tape Shock", Columbia Journalism Review,
July-Augudt4 .1974. -

Diamond, Edwin, "TV and Watergate", coiumbp llournaliam

Review, J61x-August,,1974.
---- -

.McCray, Lawrence E., at Politico 211 Regulation: Multifirm

Trade Associations in Telecommunications Policy-making, PhD.

Dissertation, MIT, 1974; University, Microfilms, University

of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

Pool: Ithiel de Sola, "Control of the Direct Broadcast
Satellite: . Values in Conflict" (Aspen Institute Program in

association with the Office of External Research, Department

of State, 1974).

Pool, Ithiel de Sola, "Focus on Communication Policy,"
Vidura, Vol.II, No.3, June 1974, pp. 617-624,629.

Pool, Ithiel de Sola, and WillAr Schramm, eds., Handbook of

Communication, Chicago: Rand McNally, 1973.

Pool, Ithiel de Sola, The Rise of Communications Policy

Research". journa?, ol Communication, Spring, 1974 vol. 24:2

pp. 31-42.

Pool, Ithiel de Sola, ed., Talking, pack: Citizen Feedback

ang Cable Technology, Cambridge, :lass.: MIT Press, 1973.

-
Ward, 'John,

"table Television Hardware -- The State of 'the

Art", presented at the EDUCOM Conference, Cable Television

and, the University, Dallas, Texas, January 29-31, 1974

(published in Conference Proceedings).

Ward, John, "Inter-Channel Interference and the Cable

Frequency Allocation Problem", CaPlecasting, March-April

1972, pp. 5-10.

Ward, John and Thomas C. Kelly, "Investigation of Digital

Mobile Radio CommUnications", published by the National

Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, U.S.

Department of Justice, October, 1973 (for sale by the

'Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C. 20402; Stock

Number 2700L00233, Price $1.60).

Ward, John, "Wobbled-Raster High-Resolution Display",

Project MAC Memorandum 431, MIT, March, 1974.

Ward, John, "What Belongs on the Cable", (Paper presented at

the :1st Annual Convention, National Cable Television

Association, Chicago, Illinois, May, 15, 1972), published in

I. Pool (ed.) Talking Bank.
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Ward, Jinn, "Present and Probable CATV/

droadEand-Lommunicatlin Tectini2ovy", .L-L-R-'447, dyne 7,

1,171. (Prepartd under Lloan L_)rrIssion in Cable
communications cnntracts Dbn 7.9GO/72941, and published in

loan' Lomminsion's report, On the Cable. Neu York:
McGraw-Hill, 1972,and in I. Pool, ed. 'Talking back.)

Papers and reports:

utman, hoLert 4., O.W. Rathjens, and Colin J. Warren,

"Tecnni?al and Ecinomic Considerations in Public broadcast
and 4Jmmunications for Developing countries", Report 9,
Academy :Jr Lducational Levelopment, AID Contract CDS-2829,
1973.

Colpitts, Andre b., "The Use of Input-Output Tables for

Analysis ot communication Needs if Developipv Countriec",
0' Feb. :974, M, thesis, HIT.

4)1pitts, Andre 5. and Ls J. Warren, International Patterns
of communications Usave: The Postal. Telegraph, and

Telephone Indu.stries"...becember 1974.

&. )rte Arthur h.. "Interh:,tional Implications of Low Cost
Lata Lommunications", LIeptember, 1974, M.S. ttresis, MIT. '

bukowitz, damos, "The Grand Negotiation: Politics,

Satellites and Decision Making in the ITU", Political
Science Department, 1974.

Jackson, Charles L., "..pectr.al Management in Land-Mobile
hadiu", M., thesis, Department of Electrical Engineering,
January 1974.

Jackson, Charles L., "Electronic Mail", heport CSR-TP-73-2,
Center for Space Research, June 1973.

McLrap, Lawrence, "Telecommunications and the Private

Sector: Prospects for Data Communications", Report
CSR-Th-72-3, Center for Space Research, March 1972.

Pool, Ithiel de !Ma, "Comparative Studies of Communication
Policy", September, ,1974. (Contribution to a 'working

committee of the International Broadcast Institute General

Meeting. Mexico Cityptember 1-5,-1974.)

Pool, Ithiel de ola. Charles Murray, and Kenneth Dobb.
"erospects for On-Demand Media: A, Ileport on a Research

Approach", (sport CRS-Th-72-4, Center for Space Research,
.published.in PioI, ed., Talking tack.
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-Pool, Ithiel de Sola, "The Rise of Communications Policy

Research", lecture, annual meeting of the International
Broadcast Institute, Nicosia, Cyprus, September, 1973. To

be putaished in the Annenberg School J.urnal, Communication.

r
Pool, Ithiel de Sola, "The Satellite Broadcast Controversy",
Center for International Studies, MIT. June 1973.

Pool, Ithiel de Sola, "The Social Effects of Communications
Technologies",,telecommunications lecture series, University
of Colorado; Boulder, Colorado.

o

Ithiel de Sola, "Teleph3nes and Sch,lars", June 19,

197,4 (Speech delivered at a meeting JP telecommunications
research in London, sponsored by the International Broadcast

Institute and the British Post Office.)

Ward, John, "Cable Television", talk presented ats a public

infOrmation meeting organized by . theo Lexington,
Massachusetts, Cable Television Advis3ry Committee, November
29, 1973.

Ward, John, "Cable Television -- A Broadband Communication

Network for the home" talk presented at Session 4 of the

IEEE Boston Section Lecture Series, Trends in

CommunicatiogA, May 7, 1974,

Ward, John and Robert G. hausch, "Vehicle Communcation for a

Dial-a-Ride system", U.:1.-TR-70-15, March, 1971, (Prepared

under U.S. Department of Transportation contract

DOT-UT-161).

Ward, John, "A Study )f a Two-Way CATV Layout f6r Boston",

April\23, 1973, (Prepared for Mayor White's office under

Model eities Administration contract).

Ward, John, and Thomas C. Kelly, "Investigation of Digital

Mobile !the/Jo Communications", ESL -R -4, March, 1973,

(Prepared for National Institute of Law enforcement and

Criminal Justice).

Ward, John, "A Possible Two-way Cable Layout for Mil", Jan.

9,, 1973. (Prepared under Sloan Foundation Grant to MIT).

Ward, John, "Prospects for CATV System Networking",

CSR-TW-72-5, September, 1972. (Prepared under NASA Contract

No. kASW-2197).

Ward, John, "The Price of Congestion in Land-Mobile Radio",

talk presented at a workshop panel, Conference on

Telecommunications Policy Research, Airlic House, Virginia,

April 16-19, 197'l.
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1.arren, Lunn J.. "Education and Telecynnunications in

brazil; Sone C.ost and.PJlity nsiderations" , MC thesis,

-
HLT Department ..)r electrical inpineerinr, June 1973.
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PROGRAM PyiSONNEL

Funding from the National Science Foundation and Harkle
Foundation has provided full or partial support for the w)rk of

the following MIT staff members:

Ithiel de Sola Pool, political scientist, Center for

International Studies

John E. Ward, electrical cncineer, blecer)nic Systems
Ldboratory

Robert W. Crandall, econ)nist, Center for Polley

Alternatives

Carroll O. Gowen, Research Assiciate, ...enter for Advanced

Engineering Study
o

Harvey M. Sapolsky, political scientist, Department or

Political Science

Dudley W. Coillett'manaRement scientist, Center for Policy

Alternatives

Lawrence E. HcCra Y. political scientist, Center for

iriternational Studies

Karl E. Sittler, graduate student, Urban Studies

James A. Dukowitz, graduate student, Department of Political
Science

Elliot H. 'Friedman, graduate student, Department of

Political Science
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